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Area of learning

What we will be learning

Communication, We are learning to identify key features of Phonics focus:
Language and
non-fiction books. By the end of the week We will be looking at the sounds aw, au,
Literacy
we will be writing our own non-fiction
or.
reports about castles.
Handwriting
We are learning to:
Write a and d using lead ins and outs.
- Use year one writing to write some of our tricky red words.
Mathematical
Development
Personal,
Social, and
Emotional
Development.
Physical
Development

We are learning to:
- Explore numbers to 20
- Paritation numbers to 20
We are learning to:
- Identify our feelings
- Use the zones of regualtion
We are learning to:
- Gymnastics floor work.
- Dance

Geography

We are learning to:
- Indentify Wales on a map of the UK
- Know Cardiff is the capital city of Wales

Science

We are learning to
- Idenfity different materials and their purpose.

Any Other
Information

Kingdoms, Castles and Crowns Day
We celebrate coming to end of our topic we will be having Kingdoms, Castles and Crowns Day.
We will be participating in lots of fun activities. We are asking children to come dressed up. Here
are some ideas.
- Princess/prince
- Knights
- Dragons
Please continue to remember to wear PE kits on Tuesday and Wednesday.
Reading books will only be changed twice a week due to Covid restrictions. This will be Tuesday
and Friday. Please record any comments on Tapestry.
You may have heard about star challenges. This week our star challenges are:






Maths- can you make a subtraction and addition fact family?
Art- we will be taking rubbings from different materials to create dragon scales.
Topic- Can you design our class bear some Knight Armour? Which would be the best material and
English- can you add the ‘ed’ suffix to these words? Write some sentences using these words.
Phonics- exploring ‘er. Ir, and ur’ through different phonics games.

Please note this is a basic overview of the planning for this week. For more details, see the
planning on the class notice boards, class timetables and visual timetables. It is impossible
to cover in this outline all the learning that takes place during a week! We also believe in
listening to your children and responding to the children’s interests and ideas therefore all
our planning is very flexible. Please note some of the learning will take place across more
than one week and during some weeks, the learning focus may not cover all curriculum
areas.

